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Abstract

Eggplant (Solanum melongena L.) is one of the most widely consumed vegetables in Malaysia. However, root knot 
nematode (RKN) scientifically known as Meloidogyne incognita causes severe eggplant yield loss as high as 37%. 
The information on genetic diversity and its resistance to RKN is essential for eggplant improvement in Malaysia. 
This study investigated the inheritance of RKN resistance caused by M. incognita in eggplant progeny. Susceptible 
eggplant varieties (MTe-02) were crossed with two resistant accessions (DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-0056) against 
RKN to produce the seed parent, including the F1 and F2 generations. After 60 days of M. incognita inoculation, the 
numbers of root knots and egg masses per plant root system were counted using a dissecting microscope. A chi-square 
(χ2) test of the frequency distribution based on the root knot index (RKI) of the F2 progenies of the two crosses 
(susceptible × resistant) revealed a 1:3 (susceptible: resistant) ratio. These results confirmed that the resistance gene 
against M. incognita can be inherited from the resistant parent, which can be used to develop a new eggplant hybrid 
resistance to M. incognita infection. This model system could also be utilised as a basis to develop new resistance 
varieties against RKN for other crops.
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Introduction

Eggplant (Solanum melongena) belongs to the Solanaceae 
family and is one of the most important horticultural 
crops worldwide with an estimated harvested area and 
gross production value of 1,961,799 ha and US$24.77 
billion, respectively in 2021 (FAOSTAT 2021). Eggplant 
cultivation can be found especially in tropical and 
subtropical regions, as well as in greenhouses and open 
fields (Motti 2021). Eggplant is mainly produced for 
fresh market and food processing. It contains a variety 
of minerals and vitamins, which contribute to a healthy 
diet for daily consumption (Naeem and Ugur 2019; Motti 
2021). Despite its economic value, eggplant is known to be 
susceptible to a variety of pests and pathogens including 
fruit and shoot borers, wilt disease, as well as various 
abiotic stress conditions that significantly limit crop 
productivity. One of the main factors affecting eggplant 

production in the field is its susceptibility to soil-borne 
diseases, especially plant parasitic nematodes (Elling 
2013; Philbrick et al. 2020).
 Plant parasitic nematodes have been reported to cause 
annual yield loss in the agriculture sector at an estimated 
value of $230 billion worldwide (Atolani and Fabiyi 
2020). Root-knot nematodes (RKNs), Meloidogyne 
spp., are one of the most serious diseases in eggplant 
production, accounting for 11.67% to 46.67% of global 
eggplant crop losses, especially in tropical and subtropical 
regions (Hallmann and Meressa 2018). Among the 
numerous existing RKN species, M. incognita, M. 
javanica, M. arenaria and M. hapla are the most damaging 
species with worldwide distribution and a wide range of 
host plants (Banerjee et al. 2017). They are widespread 
in most eggplant growing areas, particularly on sandy 
soils with warm climatic conditions and can survive 
in the soil for long periods as eggs or infective second 
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juvenile stages in the absence of a suitable host (Greco 
and Vito 2009; Miyashita et al. 2014)). The infested root 
cells usually surround the vascular cells that control water 
and nutrient distribution in plants, resulting in sudden 
plant wilting, chlorosis, irregular growth, stunting and 
yield reduction (Ali et al. 2015, 2019). The extent of crop 
damage depends on several factors, such as the initial 
population of nematodes, plant susceptibility, plant growth 
stage, cultivation practices and introduction of other 
pathogens (Greco and Vito 2009; Asghar et al. 2020). In 
susceptible eggplant cultivars, root knot nematodes cause 
a delay in flowering, a reduction in fresh weight and dry 
weight of roots, stems and leaves and a reduction in fruit 
yield (Ali et al. 2015). In addition, seed production per 
fruit is drastically reduced and severe infestations can 
result in no seeds being produced per fruit (Anuar et 
al. 2020). This pathogen is considered a global threat to 
eggplant production as there is no known resistance to the 
various RKN species in commercially accepted cultivars 
(Banerjee et al. 2017).
 To date, nematicides that are fumigant and non 
fumigant have been primarily used to manage RKN 
(Watson and Desaeger 2020). Nevertheless, chemical 
application induces adverse effects on human health 
and the ecosystem (Nyczepir and Thomas 2009). Other 
methods such as soil sterilisation and utilising resistant 
grafted plants have been demonstrated to partially 
suppress plant parasitic nematodes (Forghani and 
Hajihassani 2020). Resistance variety has been proven to 
be an efficient, affordable, environmentally and human 
health friendly approach to controlling RKN that could 
potentially be implemented in integrated nematode 
management approaches (Ali et al. 2017; Forghani and 
Hajihassani 2020). A previous study on crop rotation 
involving resistant tomato variety revealed a 90% 
reduction in nematode population following a trial over 
four cropping seasons and increased yield production 
(Da Silva et al. 2019). The stimulation of numerous 
plant genes suppresses giant cell growth and induces cell 
death, which could impact nematode development and 
reproduction, resulting in an unfavourable plant-RKN 
interaction (Shukla et al. 2018). Several plant varieties 
with RKN resistance have been identified and exploited 
as rootstocks or employed in plant breeding programs 
(Ali et al. 2019). Tomato, peanut, cucumber, mung bean, 
guava, plum, peach and sweet potato have been linked 
to sources of potential genetic and non-host resistance 
against Meloidogyne spp. (Chiamolera et al. 2018; Cheng 
et al. 2019; Da Silva et al. 2019; Expósito et al. 2020; 
Hajihassani et al. 2020; Singh et al. 2020). As a result 
of extensive studies, a few RKN-resistant rootstocks 
for tomato, pepper, cucumber and eggplant have been 
commercialised in some countries (Ros-Ibáñez et al. 2014; 
Baidya et al. 2017; Wubie and Temesgen 2019; Mukhtar 
and Kayani 2020).
 Under natural conditions, some plants may become 
incompatible with plant parasitic nematodes, thereby 
leading to resistance ability. This plant may prevent the 
establishment of the nematode as early as in the egg stage 

and later in the nematode maturing stage. The results 
of these resistance mechanisms may show in terms of 
infertility egg, entry blocking of J2 or delay/incomplete 
development into full adult (Papolu et al. 2016; Mukhtar 
and Kayani 2020). Resistance towards RKN has been 
reported on some local native S. melongena varieties 
and in related eggplant species, including S. torvum, S. 
aethiopicum, S. incanum and S. sisymbriifolium (Anuar 
2020; Anuar et al. 2021). A previous study highlighted that 
the resistance inheritance towards RKN in wild relatives’ 
species of Solanum eggplant is determined by monogenic 
dominant genes (Ali et al. 2017, 2019). An earlier 
research by Nazarudin (2021) identified a few Malaysian 
eggplant germplasm candidates that could be employed as 
rootstocks or in upcoming breeding programs. In order to 
elucidate the transmission of resistance to M. incognita, 
susceptible eggplant cultivars MTe-02 were crossed with 
resistant types of DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-0056 in 
this study. The objectives of this study were to evaluate 
the inheritance of RKN resistance in two local native 
S. melongena accession DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-
0056 through the analysis of resistance response against 
M. incognita infection between parents, F1 and F2 
generation. Through this study, eggplant breeders will 
better comprehend the nematode resistance mechanism 
and the capacity to target RKN.

Materials and method

Plant material

This study was conducted at the Malaysian Agricultural 
Research and Development Institute (MARDI), Serdang, 
Selangor, Malaysia from 2020 to 2021. The plant materials 
included two S. melongena accessions (DINO 03-0200 
and DINO 03-0056) and the commercial S. melongena 
cultivar MTe-02. All the accessions were deposited at 
the germplasm bank of the MARDI (Serdang, Malaysia) 
and were used as initial plant material. Eggplant seeds 
were sowed in a germinating tray containing peat moss 
for germination. Seedlings were transplanted into pots 
containing a mixture of sterile peat and perlite in a ratio 
of 1:1 (v/v) and maintained in a greenhouse at 20 °C 
night and 27 °C day temperatures. 

Development of F1 , F2 and BC Population

The seed of the nematode-resistant lines, DINO 03-0200 
and DINO 03-0056, and the nematode-susceptible line, 
MTe-02 (i.e., as a control), were used in the experiment. 
The MTe-02 was characterised as a round purple eggplant 
with a high yield and good quality attributes. Plants were 
crossed in a greenhouse between 2019 to 2020. Flowers 
were emasculated one or two days before anthesis (except 
in the case of self pollination) and pollinated as soon 
as they opened. Fruits were harvested six weeks after 
pollination. The resistant genotypes DINO 03-0200 and 
DINO 03-0056 were crossed with the susceptible line 
MTe-02. The crosses were performed reciprocally to test 
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for possible cytoplasmic inheritance. The F1 plants of the 
two series of crosses using DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-
0056 were selfed and the F2 populations were raised. In 
addition, BC progenies were produced by backcrossing 
F1 with either susceptible or resistant parents. As a result 
of these crosses, 16 different populations of F1, F2 and 
BC progenies were produced (Table 1). The resistance 
level of the parental and hybrid genotypes was analysed 
in greenhouse experiments by nematode inoculation 
(Fassuliotis 1970).

Nematode inoculum

The inoculum of Meloidogyne incognita used in the 
experiments was obtained from the root area of a diseased 
eggplant plant collected in Serdang province, Malaysia. 
Nematode inoculum was purified by using a single egg 
isolation method and was maintained and multiplied on 
susceptible eggplant cv. GW302 (Green World Genetics) 
in the greenhouse. The inoculum used in these experiments 
consisted of individual eggs extracted from infected roots 
by maceration using a 5% commercial bleach solution (40 
g L-1 NaOCl) for 10 minutes (Hussey and Barker, 1973). 
The pathogenicity of the inoculum was tested before it 
was used for the tests. For this purpose, a preliminary 
study was conducted using two susceptible S. melongena 
(MTe-01 and MTe-02) and one resistant S. torvum (NTH 
08-0024) lines. Artificial inoculation tests were performed 
in a greenhouse in MARDI Serdang according to the 
hole inoculation method. Parent seed, F1, F2 and BC 
populations were grown in plastic trays containing sterile 
peat medium in which plants were developed to the second 
third of the broadleaf stage. The eggs were resuspended 
in sterilised water and egg density was adjusted to 1 
× 500 egg/ml. For the inoculation process, four holes 
were created in the surrounding eggplant seedling before 
inoculation suspension was injected into the holes. The 
roots of the control plants were inoculated with sterile 
tap water. The roots of each plant were inoculated with 
5,000 eggs (Pi) surrounding the vicinity of the root zone 
(Hadisoeganda and Sasser 1982).

Resistance tests

About 50 plants from the parents, 100 plants from the F1 
and 300 plants from the segregated hybrid generations 
(F2 and BC) were used in the tests. Plants were arranged 
in a randomised complete block design (RBD). The 
plants were watered daily to field capacity and fertilised 
with NPK green (15:15:15) (Nitrophoska) once a week 
throughout the experiments. Approximately three weeks 
after transplanting, plants were inoculated with 5,000 eggs 
of M. incognita. The plants were harvested 45 days after 
inoculation (DAI), roots were carefully cleaned of soil 

and the weight of fresh roots and shoots was documented 
before counting the number of egg masses on each 
seedling after staining with Phloxin B (Whitehead and 
Hemming 1965). Nematode symptoms were scored based 
on the infected roots and were rated on a gall index from 
0 (no galls) to 10 (100% galled) scale (Bridge and Page 
1980). The number of galls, egg masses and eggs per egg 
mass in each root system were also recorded.
 To determine the effect of the nematode reproductive 
potential, the multiplication factor (MF) ratio of 
M. incognita was calculated ((number of egg masses × 
number of eggs per egg mass) / nematode inoculum level) 
for each line. Reproductive index (RI) was calculated as 
the percentage of eggs produced in the rootstock variety 
compared to that of the eggplant variety. The response 
of the plant host was categorised according to the RI 
as highly resistant (RI <1%), resistant (1 %≤RI<10%), 
moderately resistant (10%≤RI<25%), slightly resistant 
(25% ≤RI <50%) or susceptible (RI ≥50%) (Hadisoeganda 
and Sasser 1982). 

Table 1. Parents and crosses populations used in the tests.

Code Parents/hybrid No. of plant
P DINO 03-0200 (R) 50
P DINO 03-0056 (R) 50
P MTE-02 (S) 50
F1 DINO 03-0200 × MTE-02 100
F1 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0200 100
BC (DINO 03-0200× MTE-02) × DINO 03-0200 300
BC (DINO 03-0200×MTE-02) × MTE-02 300
BC (MTE-02×DINO 03-0200) × DINO 03-0200 300
BC (MTE-02×DINO 03-0200) × MTE-02 300
F2 DINO 03-0200 × MTE-02 300
F2 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0200 300
F1 DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02 100
F1 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056 100
BC (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) × DINO 03-0056 300
BC (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) × MTE-02 300
BC (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) × DINO 03-0056 300
BC (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) × MTE-02 300
F2 DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02 300
F2 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056 300
F2 DINO 03-0200 × MTE-02 300
F2 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0200 300
F1 DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02 100
F1 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056 100
BC (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) × DINO 03-0056 300
BC (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) × MTE-02 300
BC (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) × DINO 03-0056 300
BC (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) × MTE-02 300
F2 DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02 300
F2 MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056 300

P: parent; F1: filial 1; F2: filial 2; BC: backcross; R: resistant; S: 
susceptible
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Statistical analysis

Data from the bioassay experiments were normalised using 
the generalised linear model and subjected to one-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) in SAS software (version 
14.1). Different parameters in control and transgenic 
events were compared via post-hoc Tukey’s honest 
significant difference test (HSD) at p <0.01. Segregation 
ratios obtained by phenotypic observations (resistant or 
susceptible) were compared with theoretical segregation 
ratios using χ2 analysis. The goodness of fit test was 
performed using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software for 
the segregation ratios 3:1 (resistant: susceptible) for the F2 
and 1:1 (resistant: susceptible) for the BC (Kranz 1988).

Results and discussion

Root knot nematode infestation is one of the major 
soilborne pathogen problems in the Solanum group that 
can cause significant yield losses for multiple crops (Nicol 
et al. 2011; Hallmann and Meressa 2018). Preventive 
measures are pertinent as most eggplant cultivars have 
high susceptibility that can result in significant crop 
losses if these cultivars are grown in areas with a history 
of RKN infestations (Nicol et al. 2011). Knowledge of 
the cause of resistance and its inheritance is necessary 
to develop a better and more comprehensive breeding 
technique, which could facilitate the production of a new 
resistant hybrid. In a previous study, we found that a few 
local eggplant accessions can overcome RKN infection, 
whereas most of the other eggplant cultivars were infected 
and demonstrated disease symptoms. Anuar (2020) also 
conducted a study among Malaysian local eggplant 
cultivars and found that there was a genetic potential in 
resistance towards RKN infection, and suggested using 
it in eggplant selection and breeding programs. Two of 
the resistant Malaysian eggplants, namely DINO 03-0200 
and DINO 03-0056, were used in this study as parents 
to analyse the possibility of resistant inheritance to these 
progenies. Furthermore, an intraspecific reciprocal cross 
between the two extremes of symptoms (susceptible 
vs. resistant) in cultivated eggplant depicted that both 
genotypes were compatible with one dominant and one 
recessive gene controlling resistance (Daunay et al. 2019). 
These cross schemes may produce a superior progeny 
compared to parents as shown in this study.
 Susceptible genotype MTe-02 exhibited clear visible 
gall symptoms on the roots 45 days after inoculation 
(Figure 1). However, inoculated plants of the two 
resistant genotypes showed a few gall symptoms and 
were barely visible compared to susceptible genotypes 
(Figure 2). This result is consistent with a previous 
finding by Anuar (2020) and Anuar et al. (2021) in which 
eggplant genotypes, DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-0056, 
were able to resist RKN infection with a few gall related 
symptoms. Dewi and Indarti (2022) also reported that 
several accessions of eggplant were resistant to RKN 
infection. The researchers documented that the root of 
these eggplants produced secondary metabolites that were 

Figure 1. Gall symptom on eggplant cv. MTe-02 45 days 
after inoculation

Figure 2. Root system of resistant eggplant showed a few galls 
symptom and barely visible
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capable of preventing egg hatching and dissolving the 
nematode eggs. All F1 progenies were resistant, regardless 
of whether susceptible or resistant genotypes were used 
as female or male parent (Table 2). 
 In all F2 populations, the segregation ratio of resistant 
and susceptible plants corresponded to 3:1, as confirmed 
by chi-square analyses. Accordingly, the segregation 
ratios of resistant and susceptible plants in the backcross 
populations were consistent with the dominant monogenic 
inheritance model. All plants of the backcross progeny 
obtained by crossing F1 with DINO 03-0200 and DINO 
03-0056 were resistant, whereas plants obtained by 
crossing F1 with the susceptible genotype MTE-02 
segregated at a ratio of 1:1, which was confirmed by the 
chi-square analyses at a confidence level of 1% (Table 2). 
Assuming a disomic inheritance, the observed segregation 
patterns can be explained by a single dominantly inherited 
gene that would be present in homozygous form in the 
resistant parental genotypes. In addition, these genotypes 
have several advantages for their potential use in the 
breeding programme: They belong to cultivated eggplant 
species (S. melongena) and can be easily crossed with 
cultivated varieties that produce fruit bearing progeny; 
although the resistant genotypes produce small fruit 
bearing plants, they have plant characteristics that do not 
differ from those of cultivated eggplant (Figure 3).

 The results clearly demonstrated that the resistance 
traits of DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-0056 follow a 
simple inheritance pattern of a monogenic dominant trait. 
It also reveals that some eggplant materials are resistant 
to RKN and that sources of resistance without infection 
symptoms in eggplant are present in both the cultivated 
species S. melongena and wild relatives. Several resistance 
genes in multiple crops have been reported as a source of 
resistance against Meloidogyne spp. infection where only 
two have successfully been validated. Resistance gene Ma 
has been reported to produce a broad-spectrum resistance 
to multiple Meloidogyne species in Myrobalan plum while 
resistance gene Mi was reported to be resistant against 
M. incognita, M. javanica and M. arenaria in solanum 
crops (Kaloshian and Teixeira, 2019; Nguyen et al. 2022). 
These resistance genes may induce a hypersensitive 
reaction in which the plant’s root produces a substance 
that prevents the infection of the nematode juvenile, 
thus causing death by starvation (Joshi et al. 2020; 
Somvanshi et al. 2020). These resistance mechanisms 
also involve an accumulation of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and a complex phytohormones pathway produced 
by the resistant plant (Shukla et al. 2018; Kaloshian and 
Teixeira, 2019).

Table 2. Results of chi-square tests for segregation responses of parents, F1, F2 and BC progeny 
against Meloidogyne incognita

Parents/cross population Resistant Susceptible χ 2 P value
P (MTE-02) (S) 50
P (DINO 03-0200) (R) 50
P (DINO 03-0056) (R) 50
F1 (DINO 03-0200 × MTE-02) 100
F1 (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0200) 100
F2 (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0200) 177 123 1.45 0.32
F2 (DINO 03-0200 × MTE-02) 180 120 2.38 0.13
BC (DINO 03-0200×MTE-02) × MTE-02 145 155 1.12 0.27
BC (MTE-02×DINO 03-0200) × MTE-02 151 149 1.53 0.34
BC (DINO 03-0200× MTE-02) × DINO 03-0200 300
BC (MTE-02×DINO 03-0200) × DINO 03-0200 300
F1 (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) 100
F1 (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) 100
F2 (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) 173 127 1.65 0.42
F2 (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) 181 119 0.13 0.61
BC (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) × DINO 03-0056 300
BC (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) × DINO 03-0056 300
BC (MTE-02 × DINO 03-0056) × MTE-02 151 139 1.86 0.21
BC (DINO 03-0056 × MTE-02) × MTE-02 142 158 0.43 0.51

P: parent; F1: filial 1; F2: filial 2; BC: backcross; R: resistant; S: susceptible
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 The marker assisted selection was an efficient approach 
to introgress the RKN resistance genes into susceptible 
cultivars given the oligogenic and epistatic nature of 
RKN resistance in eggplant, thus decreasing the time and 
selection in developing a new RKN-resistant eggplant 
cultivars (Shukla et al. 2018; Wubie and Temesgen 2019; 
Bali et al. 2019; Gabriel et al. 2020). A few breeding 
studies have been successful in producing a new high 
yielding and root knot nematode resistant hybrid by 
utilising and introducing the RKN-resistant genes 
Mi-1 into commercial cultivars (Kiewnick et al. 2009; 
Shukla et al. 2018; Wubie and Temesgen 2019). Other 
resistant genes such as Mi-2, Me-3 and N have also been 
successfully introduced into commercial solanaceous 
crops, such as pepper and tomato crops (El-Sappah et al. 
2019; García Mendívil, 2019). Nonetheless, the cultivation 
of eggplant variety with resistance genes may expose the 
resistant plant to virulent nematodes (García-Mendívil et 
al. 2019; Saini and Kaushik 2019; Expósito et al. 2020). 
Crop management such as rotation with susceptible 
varieties using two different resistant crop species or using 
crops with different resistant gene action was proposed 
to reduce RKN virulence selection incidence that could 
lead to higher yield loss (Chitambo 2019; Van Esse et al. 
2020; Sharma and Kaushik 2021). 
 This study provides better information on the approach 
of genetic control of resistance to M. incognita by 
a resistant gene in eggplant. Although resistance is 
controlled by nuclear factors, cytoplasmic factors are not 
effective. The genotypes, DINO 03-0200 and DINO 03-
0056, provide a good source of resistance in a breeding 
program as these genotypes belong to S. melongena and 
can be easily crossed with other cultivated eggplants. The 
resistance gene is dominant where it only needs to be 
introduced into one parent to produce a new hybrid with 
a resistance inheritance gene. Despite the effectiveness 
of resistance varieties against RKN, a virulent nematode 
generation can overcome plant defence mechanisms if 
continuous cultivation of resistant plants bearing the same 
R-gene is implemented (Expósito et al. 2020). Hence, 
resistance varieties will only be efficient and long lasting 
if it is properly applied, such as in rotation sequences with 
several varieties with different types of resistance genes. 

Conclusion

In this study, a better understanding of the inheritance 
of resistance genes to RKN in eggplant was evaluated. 
Although F1 hybrids were resistant, the presence of 
susceptible BC hybrids indicated the need to conduct 
pathological and genetic RKN resistance studies in 
eggplant. The resistant materials can be used for the 
development of consistent resistant F1 hybrids and the 
development of new materials with RKN resistance. 
Future research needs to focus on the identification of 
genomic positions of resistant genes and the development 
of markers that could facilitate marker assisted selection 
for resistance to RKN in eggplant and to introduce 
resistance genes into commercial eggplant hybrids.
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